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About This Volume

A CRITICAL ELEMENT of this book's design is that each chapter stands alone, allowing you to assign or read the chapters in any order you wish. An emphasis has also been placed on making sense of general developments on the African continent as a whole while introducing the distinctive natures of Africa's fifty-three countries. Each chapter emphasizes the major trends associated with a topic, trends that are further explored through illustrative case studies that represent all regions of the African continent. Each chapter concludes with a list of readings for further exploration and research. Numerous maps, tables, figures, and boxed elements highlight fundamental issues of interest.

This book is divided into six major parts. Part I is composed of an introductory chapter that sets out the key themes of the book. This chapter also highlights several research tools devoted to Africa, including Internet sites, African studies journals from several academic disciplines, and a country-by-country list of introductory volumes, bibliographies, and historical dictionaries. These resources are especially designed to help students prepare class papers.

Part II is devoted to the historical context of African politics and society. Chapter 2 explores the rich mosaic of political and economic systems that existed during the precolonial independence era (before 1884). Chapter 3 outlines the political-military and socioeconomic impacts of the colonial era (1884–1951), including an extended discussion of the slave trade. Chapter 4 discusses the rise of African nationalist movements and the emergence of the contemporary independence era (1951–present). Together these three chapters
provide the basis for assessing continuity and change in African politics and society from the precolonial era to the present.

The remainder of the book focuses on trends and developments during the contemporary independence era, with a special focus on the post-cold war era (1989–present). Part III focuses on the sociocultural contexts of African politics and society. This section begins (in Chapter 5) with an analysis of two competing concepts, ethnicity and class, that have served as the basis for often vitriolic debates among specialists of African studies. An important conclusion of this chapter is that, although each concept can explain one piece of the African puzzle, neither alone can explain African politics and society as a whole. Chapter 6 explains how three major ideologies—capitalism, socialism, and Marxism—have competed for influence in the development strategies of African leaders. An emphasis is placed on discerning whether different ideological pathways have led to greater or lesser development performance for their adherents. This section concludes (at Chapter 7) with a discussion of the evolving political themes of the African novel, a form of literature social scientists recognize as a unique means of gaining insight into African politics and society.

Part IV examines continuity and change in the politics of African governance. This section begins (at Chapter 8) with a discussion of the evolving relationship between the African state and civil society. An important theme of this chapter is that the state–society relationship serves as the foundation of any comprehensive understanding of African politics and society. Chapter 9 explores the nature and impacts of one state actor, the African military, through an analysis of coups d'etat and the rise and decline of military governance. Special attention is paid to understanding the prospects for demilitarization and transitions to civilian rule. Chapter 10 explores the African continent's highly diverse experiences in political transition, ranging from the creation of single-party regimes during the 1960s to the establishment of multiparty political systems as part of the spread of the “third wave” of democratization to the African continent at the end of the twentieth century.

Part V is devoted to the foreign relations of the African continent. Chapter 11 begins with an analysis of the various actors involved in formulating and implementing African foreign policies. The remainder of the chapter examines the development of the “pan-African ideal” of strengthening cooperation among Africa's diverse fifty-three countries, as witnessed most recently by the launching in 2002 of the African Union. Chapter 12 explores Africa's relationships with a host of international actors, most notably France, the United States, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the United Nations. An emphasis is placed on understanding the nature and evolution of great power competition, including an analysis of evolving U.S. foreign policy in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.

The last section (Part VI), which is primarily targeted toward more advanced African studies classes, explores the evolution of two rival bodies of theoretical literature that have competed in their quest to explain African politics and society. Chapter 13 describes the evolution of the dominant “liberal school” of scholarship that ultimately envisions the development of free-
market democracies on the African continent like those found in the northern industrialized democracies. Chapter 14 describes the evolution of a "critical school" of scholarship that has provided important critiques of the prevailing liberal model of development. In its most extreme form, this school emphasizes that true development will only occur in the aftermath of revolutionary struggle and the creation of socialist regimes throughout Africa. Both chapters conclude with analyses of emerging theoretical trends in the cold war's aftermath.

I wholeheartedly welcome your comments and criticisms (please send them to pschrae@luc.edu), regardless of whether you are an undergraduate student taking your first African studies class, a graduate student carrying out your dissertation research, a professor teaching this course for the first or the fiftieth time, or someone who picked up this book due to an interest in all things African.
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Supporters of the Front for the Liberation of Mozambique (FRELIMO) rallying in the capital city, Maputo, in 1999.
THE DAWN of the twenty-first century serves as an exciting time of change for all those interested in the African continent and its peoples. Hundreds of African pro-democracy groups have sought to capitalize on a wave of democratization that seeks to replace authoritarian political systems with more inclusive forms of political governance. African activists have stressed the importance of creating multiethnic societies based on an ethic of tolerance, the protection of universal human rights, and the rule of law. African policymakers, technocrats, and private entrepreneurs are in the forefront of restructuring once-moribund African economies to unleash the African entrepreneurial spirit. A new generation of African reporters, writers, and scholars has contributed to the flourishing of newspapers, literature, and scholarship that opposes the vestiges of state-sponsored censorship, and in 2002 African leaders launched the African Union, a pan-African organization that is committed to the ideals of economic liberalization, regional integration, and democracy promotion. The primary purpose of this chapter is to set out some core introductory themes as we together attempt to make sense of these changes in African politics and society against the larger backdrops of African history and international relations. This chapter also highlights a wide variety of resources for conducting research on Africa, including compilations of some of the most noteworthy academic journals and Internet sites devoted to African politics and society and a country-by-country list of introductory volumes, bibliographies, and historical dictionaries that can be consulted for each African country.

AFRICA IS A RICH MOSAIC OF DIVERSITY

First and foremost, the African continent is a rich mosaic of diverse countries and peoples. Encompassing a landmass three times larger than the continental United States, Africa is composed of fifty-three sovereign countries that range in size from the microstate of Djibouti (approximately the size of Massachusetts) to the continental giant of Sudan (approximately the size of Western Europe) (see Map 1.1). The populations of African countries are equally diverse in both size and ethnicity. Whereas the Seychelles have a population of less than 100,000 Seychellois of mixed African, South Asian, and European descent, Nigeria leads the continent with over 100 million citizens divided among nearly 250 ethnic groups. Economically, oil-rich Libya boasts a gross national product (GNP) per capita of over $7,600, whereas economically impoverished Mozambique struggles to recover from decades of civil war with a GNP per capita of less than $900. The political dimension of this African mosaic is also diverse. African leaders have employed capitalism, Marxism, socialism, and Islamic revivalism as the bases for creating a wide variety of political regimes, including monarchies, military dictatorships, Islamic republics, and liberal democracies.
NECESSITY OF A CONTINENTAL PERSPECTIVE

A second theme of this book is that a complete understanding of African politics and society requires a continental perspective inclusive of both North Africa (often called Saharan Africa) and the four regions (East Africa, Central Africa, West Africa, Southern Africa) typically called Sub-Saharan Africa (see Map 1.2). Classic studies often focus exclusively on Sub-Saharan Africa due to the belief that several dimensions of North African politics and society, most notably the influence of Arab culture and Islam, combine to make that region unique and therefore noncomparable to neighboring regions in the south. Although specific geographical regions, countries, and even regions within countries may embody varying degrees of uniqueness, this book nonetheless seeks to examine the continental trends that transcend individual regions and therefore provide us with a comprehensive understanding of
African politics and society. For example, one by necessity must focus on both Saharan and Sub-Saharan Africa to understand the rise and decline of the trans-Saharan trade network during the precolonial and colonial eras, as well as the subsequent impact of this trend on contemporary African politics and society. Similarly, any comprehensive understanding of the rise of African nationalism and the emergence of the contemporary independence era must necessarily begin with that region—North Africa—which witnessed the first wave of nationalism and independence during the 1950s. In short, a comprehensive understanding of African politics and society requires the bridging of the gap that historically has separated studies of Saharan and Sub-Saharan Africa.

MAP 1.2 Africa’s Primary Regions
TO UNDERSTAND THE PRESENT,
ONE MUST UNDERSTAND THE PAST

A third theme of this book is that any comprehensive understanding of contemporary African politics and society must draw upon Africa's past. The evolution of African history can be divided into three broad historical periods:

- **Precolonial Independence Era (before 1884):** A rich and varied political history of the rise and fall of hundreds, if not thousands, of independent African political systems.

- **Colonial Era (1884–1951):** The period of direct European colonial rule in which the vast majority of previously independent African political systems were replaced by colonial states controlled by Belgium, Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, and Spain. The Berlin Conference of 1884, a gathering primarily attended by the European Great Powers that consecrated the creation of formal empires in Africa, marks the beginning of this period.

- **Contemporary Independence Era (1951–present):** A new era of political independence, marked by the end of colonialism and the emergence of the fifty-three countries that compose the African continent. This period began symbolically with Libya's independence in 1951 and continues to the present.

The dependency—decolonization debate over the degree to which the colonial era still influences contemporary African politics and society testifies to the significance of understanding the past. According to scholars belonging to the dependency school of thought, the granting of legal independence that began in the 1950s did little to alter the constraining web of economic, political, military, and cultural ties that continued to bind African countries to the former colonial powers (see Chapter 14).¹ This conceptualization of African politics—often called neocolonialism—is especially prominent in writings about the relationship between France and its former colonies, primarily due to policies designed to maintain what French policymakers refer to as their chasse gardée (exclusive hunting ground) in francophone Africa. Even in those former colonies where the European power was either too weak (e.g., Spain) or uninterested (e.g., Britain) to preserve privileged ties, the rise of the cold war and superpower intervention ensured the gradual replacement of European neocolonial relationships with a new set of ties dominated by Moscow and Washington. According to this perspective, direct colonial rule has been replaced by a series of neocolonial relationships that perpetuates external domination of African politics and society.

Scholars of the decolonization school of thought argue instead that legal independence was but the first step of an evolutionary process permitting African leaders to assume greater control over their respective political and social systems.² According to this perspective, although external influences were extremely powerful in the immediate postindependence era, layer upon
layer of this foreign control is slowly being “peeled away” with the passage of time. While carefully underscoring that individual African countries can follow different pathways, proponents of the decolonization school argue that the most common pattern of political self-realization begins with legal independence, followed by efforts to assure national sovereignty in the military, economic, and cultural realms. “In this view, each layer of colonial influence is supported by the others, and as each is removed, it uncovers and exposes the next underlying one, rendering it vulnerable, untenable, and unnecessary,” explains I. William Zartman, one of the most prominent proponents of the decolonization school. “Thus, there is a natural progression to the removal of colonial influence: Its speed can be varied by policy and effort, but the direction and evolution are inherent in the process and become extremely difficult to reverse.”

Although the dependency—decolonization debate is far from being resolved, the year 2018 will mark a symbolic turning point as the contemporary independence era (1951–2018) will have then lasted as long as the colonial era (1884–1951).

A CONTINENT IN TRANSFORMATION

A fourth theme of this book is that the African continent is in the midst of socioeconomic and political–military transformations of historic proportions. The most dramatic example of this theme is the process of political transition toward greater levels of democracy that emerged full bloom in the 1990s. In sharp contrast to the end of the 1980s, when only five African countries (Botswana, Gambia, Mauritius, Senegal, and Zimbabwe) held competitive multiparty elections, the first 5 years of the 1990s witnessed multiparty contests in thirty-eight African countries, with twenty-nine of these constituting “founding elections” in which “the office of the head of government is openly contested following a period during which multiparty political competition was denied.” In the case of South Africa, for example, the inauguration of Nelson Mandela as that country’s first democratically elected president after being imprisoned for nearly 28 years by apartheid-era dictatorial regimes symbolized the efforts of hundreds of African pro-democracy groups to instill democratic practices throughout the African continent.

Disagreements nonetheless have emerged over whether Africa’s socioeconomic and political–military transformations are inherently for the better. At the beginning of the 1990s, those prone to underscore the positive side of these changes typically spoke of the emergence of an African renaissance—the “rebirth” of economic, social, and political freedoms that had been extinguished during the colonial era and subsequently denied to African peoples by dictatorial elites during the initial decades of the contemporary independence era. An important point of departure of this position, at least as it concerns the process of political transition, is an optimistic belief in both the willingness and the ability of democratically elected leaders to correct deficiencies in
governance and to ensure a better future for their peoples. Others who are more critical, however, are prone to adhere to the classic French maxim: "Plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose" ("The more things change, the more they remain the same"). According to Claude Ake, for example, Africa's initial experiments with multiparty elections at the beginning of the 1990s in many cases ensured the "democratization of disempowerment": a process whereby multiparty elections allow for the rotation of self-interested political elites of different parties, while the vast majority of the population remains disempowered from the political system.\(^6\)

The competing nature of these two visions, and hence potentially conflicting images of continuity and change in African politics and society, is demonstrated by the evolving role of gender in African politics.\(^7\) According to statistics compiled by the Inter-Parliamentary Union, the number of African women being elected to national parliaments more than doubled during the 1990s to an average of 13 percent in 2003 (see Map 1.3). To put this figure in perspective, argue proponents of an African renaissance, female representatives

---

**MAP 1.3** Women in National Parliaments (2002) (Percent of Lower or Single House Seats Held by Women)

Source: Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) Web Site (http://www.ipu.org/wmn-e/classif.htm).
in 2003 constituted 18 percent of the British House of Commons, 13 percent of the U.S. Senate, and 11 percent of the French Senate. Critics could nonetheless respond that extremely high averages for a select number of African countries (e.g., women constitute 30 percent of Mozambique's parliament) severely skew Africa's overall average; that even the 13 percent figure is not indicative of true social change in that seats are often reserved under a quota system on the basis of gender (e.g., 30 percent of all elected seats in Uganda's local councils are reserved for women); or that overall levels for the African continent still lag behind those for all other regions except the Middle East, where women constitute only 5 percent of elected representatives. I intend in this book to cite and explore the transformations taking place (in this case, the rising percentage of African female parliamentarians) while leaving normative questions, such as whether such transformations are ultimately for the better, to you.

**INFLUENTIAL IMPACT OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM**

A fifth theme of the chapters that follow is that changes in the international system have significantly influenced African politics and society. From the middle of the fifteenth to the end of the nineteenth century, the international community's acceptance of slavery as a legitimate form of commerce had a devastating impact on the African continent. It has been estimated that the European and Arab slave trades together were responsible for the forced removal and enslavement of more than 30 million Africans (see Chapter 3). This international norm was finally rejected during the nineteenth century, only to be replaced by the legitimization of Europe's occupation of Africa and the creation and expansion of European empires.

Four international events significantly influenced the global balance of power and the evolution of African politics and society during the contemporary independence era. First, the extended conflict of World War II heralded the decline of Europe as the most powerful region of the world, as well as the rise of the United States and the former Soviet Union as the unparalleled superpowers of the twentieth century. Africa's direct involvement in the war began with fascist Italy's invasion and occupation of Ethiopia in 1935. The war weakened the European empires to such a degree that the first wave of decolonization began during the 1950s. Subsequent waves of decolonization ensured that, except in the case of Spain's continued control over several small coastal enclaves (most notably Ceuta and Melilla) in Morocco, African independence from direct colonial rule was largely complete by the end of the twentieth century (see Chapter 4).

A second turning point within the international system was the outbreak of the cold war (1947–89). An important outcome of this ideological struggle was the emergence of the African continent as a battlefield for proxy wars
between the United States and the former Soviet Union. During the 1960s, for example, the White House ordered a series of covert campaigns in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (Congo-Kinshasa, formerly Zaire) that not only led to the assassination of Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba (denounced in Washington as a “Castro or worse”) but ensured the rise to power in 1965 of a pro–West military strongman, Mobutu Sese Seko. The cold war also fostered the longevity of numerous African dictators who were courted by the superpowers with lavish offers of economic and military aid in exchange for loyalty. In the case of Congo–Kinshasa, the United States provided Mobutu’s military dictatorship with approximately $1.5 billion in economic and military aid during a period of more than 25 years, as long as Mobutu was willing to support Washington’s anticommunist agenda throughout Africa.

The cold war’s end in 1989 served as a third turning point within the international system. The collapse of single-party regimes throughout Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union powerfully influenced African pro-democracy activists and sparked a wave of democratic transitions in all regions of the African continent (see Chapter 10). Authoritarian leaders could no longer successfully ally themselves ideologically with one of the superpowers in exchange for protection against opposition movements. The Soviet Union had ceased to exist, and a new Russian regime preoccupied with domestic economic restructuring had largely withdrawn from African politics. Also, the United States began to downplay anticommunist political–military relationships in favor of promoting trade and economic investment. The Clinton administration’s refusal in 1997 to prevent the pro–United States Mobutu from being overthrown by a popular guerrilla movement, led by Laurent-Désiré Kabila, exemplified this new international order (see Chapter 12). Although Mobutu’s downfall was primarily determined by the emergence of organized domestic opposition to his increasingly corrupt regime, the inaction of the Clinton administration would have been unthinkable before the end of the cold war.

The most recent turning point within the international system, especially as concerns U.S. relations with the African continent, was the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 against the World Trade Center in New York and the Pentagon in Washington, D.C. The U.S. response to these attacks, most notably the Bush administration’s pursuit of a global war on terrorism, indicated the continued importance of strategic imperatives in international affairs. One of the Bush administration’s priorities is courting African allies in North and East Africa, due to their proximity to the Middle East and inclusion in the Islamic world. In North Africa, for example, the construction and opening in December 2002 of a new $42 million U.S. Embassy in Tunis demonstrated Tunisia’s rising strategic importance as an Arab country that offers strong support for the war on terrorism. Tunis boasts a State Department office for assessing regional threats, a U.S. Defense Department regional training center for U.S. Special Forces destined for combat in the Arab world, and a Foreign Service Institute for teaching the Arabic language to numerous U.S. government personnel who are preparing to work in Arabic-speaking countries. The undemocratic nature
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of Tunisia's political system, as well as those of other U.S. allies in the war on terrorism, nonetheless raises once again a potential dilemma reminiscent of the cold war: the degree to which security imperatives (in this case, the war on terrorism) should take precedence over other foreign policy objectives, such as the normative goal of strengthening democracy on the African continent.

CENTRAL IMPORTANCE OF THE DOMESTIC DIMENSION

A sixth theme of this book is the central importance of African domestic actors in any understanding of continuity and change in African politics and society. The international environment may provide the context within which decisions are made, but it is ultimately Africans who make and carry out the decisions. In the pages that follow, we will explore the crucial roles played by a wide array of Africans, including the leaders and citizens of the political systems of
the precolonial independence era, the armed resistance movements of African kingdoms and ethnic groups that challenged the imposition of colonial rule, the nationalist movements that led their countries to independence beginning in the 1950s, the military officers who illegally took power in coups d'état and
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established military dictatorships, the civilian politicians who have led democratization movements intent upon replacing authoritarian regimes with democratic forms of governance, African writers and filmmakers who have spoken out against abuses of human rights, and presidents and other national leaders who manage the foreign relations of their countries. In short, a true understanding of African politics and society must emphasize the socioeconomic and political-military impacts of Africans themselves.

**BALANCING AFRO-PESSIMISM AND AFRO-OPTIMISM**

A final theme is the necessity of seeking balance in our understanding of African politics and society. It is widely recognized, for example, that the vast majority of the U.S. public maintains what can be called a National Geographic image of Africa. The mention of Africa typically conjures stereotypical images of lush jungles and wild animals, poverty and famine, “tribal” warfare, and deadly diseases, such as ebola and HIV/AIDS. These images are reinforced by the nature of media reporting, which usually concentrates on the negative aspects of the African continent. An analysis of Africa’s coverage in *The New York Times* demonstrates, for example, that 73 percent of all articles published between 1955 and 1995 embodied negative images of African politics and society. Not surprisingly, news editors interested in “what will sell” most often cover the sensational events, such as famine in Ethiopia, civil war in Somalia, and ethnic genocide in Rwanda, which neatly fit the preconceived images of their audiences.

The principal dilemma associated with this incomplete understanding of Africa is that it has contributed to the rise of Afro-pessimism, the belief that grinding poverty, outbreaks of devastating diseases, and intensifying conflicts will remain staples of the African landscape for the foreseeable future. Extreme adherents of this view suggest that Africans cannot reverse the continent’s slide toward anarchy. One need not err on the side of Afro-optimism, that is, the belief that all is well, to recognize the imperative of achieving a more balanced understanding of African politics and society. For every famine there exists an agricultural “success story” such as Botswana, where forward-thinking leadership has made that country a net exporter of foodstuffs. For every military coup d’état there exists a transition to civilian rule, such as in Benin, where 19 years of military dictatorship (1972–91) were replaced by democracy (1991–present). For every civil war there exists a case of conflict resolution, as in Mozambique, where a peace accord signed in 1992 ended nearly 30 years of guerrilla warfare. For every ethnic conflict there exists a well-meaning attempt to create multiethnic cooperation, such as South Africa’s democratization under the leadership of president Nelson Mandela (1994–99) and his successor, President Thabo Mbeki (1999–present). These issues and others are examined in the chapters that follow.
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Those interested in undertaking research related to the African continent should first consult the Internet sites and scholarly journals listed earlier in this chapter. The following books also constitute excellent starting points for conducting research on individual African countries. Three series are represented. The World Bibliographical Series (WBS), published by Clio Press, offers annotated bibliographies of sources relevant to each country. Each volume also includes an introductory overview essay and an extensive index. The African Historical Dictionaries (AHD) series, published by Scarecrow Press, constitutes mini-encyclopedias of a country's historical figures, places, terms, and events. Each volume also includes an introductory overview essay and a comprehensive bibliography. Finally, the Nations of the Modern World (NMW) and the Nations of Contemporary Africa (NCA) series, published by Westview Press, offer descriptive overviews of the history, economics, politics, and international relations of individual African countries.
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